TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR POSTAL BOX
All that use the Zai Cargo Postal Box and make purchases through companies like Amazon.com - tigerdirect.com and others are
under the following terms and conditions:
1 - Zai Cargo is not responsible for any shipment received:
A - With defects
B - Broken or damaged
C - Wrong
D - Without proper information
2 - Zai Cargo won’t assume any kind of payment to third parties for goods that are received in our warehouses.
3 - Zai Cargo is not responsible for any kind of fraudulent payments made by the goods we receive through the postal box.
4 - All that accept to use Zai Cargo as transporter, agree to pay all costs for pound / insurance / taxes charged by the company or
the country of destination.
5 - We’ll shipping only legal content in the origin and destination country to fulfill all the required customs rules.
WE CANNOT CARRY:
A - Military Items.
B - Flammable or explosives.
C - Pollutants.
D - Money or value titles.
E - Aerosols.
F - Items like "Glass" with inadequate packaging for its protection.
The international postal box service is about the allocation of an account number which entitles the subscriber to receive goods
of any kind within the legal framework. Make the process of classification, inspection, documentation generation, transport,
customs clearance and delivery.
Once the service subscription is done will be assigned an account number with which you’ll be able to track your shipments
online.
Our company is committed to carry out customs formalities for goods and urgent shipping which include clearance, survey,
release and delivery.
If SUBSCRIBER supplies erroneous information about address or other items necessary for the proper and timely delivery, our
company will not be responsible for this shipment and the SUBSCRIBER will assume the extra expenses incurred for this error.
Freight rates may be changed without notice to adapt them to increases in cost of airline and / or any other commercial factor
related with the service. The goods shall be SECURED to guarantee tranquility to the subscriber, the secure does not operate for
damage or partial loss of merchandise, everything works if the package does not reach your destination.
The goods must be received packaged for its shipment according to their characteristics, in order to preserve it, because the
secure does not cover damage by improper packing. Subscriber after receiving the goods and sign in accordance loses the right
to complain. We recommend opening the Merchandise and checking on presence of the Company personal. If the goods require
special packaging is important to notify the Company for processing.
Subscriber is granted 03 days to remove the goods from the time of notification; otherwise the Company will charge the Storage
and won’t be responsible for it.

When making purchases is necessary that the subscriber place his own name and address of Zai Cargo, with the aim that the
order arrives at the office is added to the WEB site. The page where you can track your purchases is www.zaicargo.com

Our company is not responsible for the bad routing of the goods to our offices; Subscriber understands that the goods must
reach our offices by domestic companies.
The addresses of receipt of the goods can be modified at any time alerting subscribers for necessary corrections, well in
advance.
Subscriber acknowledges the administrative and legal restrictions may be subject to their shipments and will be responsible for
everything that comes to his postal box. Our company will not be responsible for losses resulting from customs seizure, or delays
caused by the lack of documentation or information required for the office or for processing customs.
It is forbidden to transport: weapons, chemical precursors, jewelry, cash, pornography, war toys, lottery tickets and all those
that prohibit the relevant authorities and treated as prohibited by the Universal Postal Union.
Our company reserves the right to refuse or to withhold shipments to a subscriber whose account is in arrears.
We reserve the right of admission and the Company has the autonomy to cancel accounts abandoned, inactive or having a
history of fraud, misuse or abnormal use of it.

